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Gene silencing: Cosuppression at a distance
David R. Smyth
When a plant carries a transgenic copy of an
endogenous gene, both genes may be silenced. This
‘cosuppression’ can occur not only within individual
cells, but also in distant cells through an agent that
apparently moves through the plant’s phloem.
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Individual genes are normally active in patterns that are
well defined in time and place within an organism.
Occasionally, however, a gene is expressed (or inacti-
vated) in a sporadic and unpredictable manner. These
‘epigenetic’ events may be transmitted to daughter cells,
but they do not persist indefinitely. In this way, they
differ from mutations — permanent inherited changes in
the genetic material.
One epigenetic phenomenon becoming a focus of great
interest is gene silencing. Here, a gene is inactivated in
cells where it is normally functional. In plants, one type of
gene silencing is dependent upon the abnormal presence
of repeated copies of the gene [1,2]. It seems that the
extra gene copy can sometimes become inactivated, but,
surprisingly, so does the normal endogenous gene. This
joint silencing was called cosuppression, and was brought
to light seven years ago, when petunias were transformed
with genes encoding biosynthetic enzymes in the antho-
cyanin pigment pathway [3,4]. Cosuppressed petal cells
showed up as white, pigment-free patches or zones in an
otherwise purple background. Many other examples of
cosuppression have been reported subsequently, as plant
scientists realised that variable and varying inactivity of
inserted transgenes is a common phenomenon.
The mechanisms of cosuppression have been intensively
investigated in plants [1,2], not least because economic
outcomes can depend upon silencing not occurring. From
the available data, a number of important generalisations
can be made, including the following. First, many cases
seem to involve the inactivation of RNA transcripts (post-
transcriptional silencing) of both the transgene and the
endogenous gene. Second, some DNA sequence homol-
ogy between the transgene and the endogenous gene is
necessary, but neither need encode a functional protein
product. Third, in many cases it has been shown that the
genes must be actively transcribed before cosuppression
can occur. And fourth, the frequency of cosuppression,
and its reversal, is very variable, but the rate is generally
proportional to the number of copies of genes present, and
to their rate of transcription. Many of these findings have
implicated RNA as an agent in cosuppression (see [5], for
example). Furthermore, the idea that cosuppression
involves a switching process, reinforced by positive feed-
back, has experimental support. (It should be pointed out
that, as originally defined, ‘cosuppression’ refers to post-
transcriptional silencing alone, and only to cases where all
copies are silenced. The more general terms ‘repeat-
induced gene silencing’ or ‘homology-dependent gene
silencing’ were later introduced to cover a wider range of
phenomena where multiple copies of a sequence lead to
silencing, irrespective of whether this occured before or
after transcription, and whether or not all the sequences
were silenced [1].)
A clever series of grafting experiments has recently
thrown light on the mechanism of cosuppression [6]. The
experiments tested whether silencing can be induced at
sites distant from a silenced zone within the plant.
Tobacco plants were available that had been transformed
with a gene, Nia2, encoding nitrate reductase under the
control of the strong 35S promoter of cauliflower mosaic
virus. In a proportion of these plants, the 35S:Nia2 trans-
gene and the endogenous Nia2 gene were cosuppressed,
causing yellowish, sickly growth. Reciprocal grafts of
growing shoot tips were made between active and
silenced plants of this transgenic strain (Figure 1). The
intriguing finding was that shoots from non-suppressed
transformed plants rapidly became cosuppressed as they
grew on cosuppressed stocks. (As expected, the cosup-
pressed tips continued to exhibit cosuppression as they
grew on normal stocks.) It could, of course, be argued that
the sickly growth of the stock induced silencing in the
grafted shoot, but this possibility was eliminated by graft-
ing normal transgenic tips onto nia2 mutant plants that
exhibit the same sickly phenotype, but as a consequence
of mutation, not cosuppression: in this case the grafted
shoots remained green and non-suppressed as they grew.
One possible explanation for these observations is that an
agent moves upward from the cosuppressed stock into the
new grafted shoot, rapidly cosuppressing its Nia2 genes.
The agent does not seem to move the other way, as new
side shoots growing from non-suppressed stocks that host
grafted cosuppressed shoots remained non-suppressed
(Figure 1). Additional grafting experiments [6] showed
that, whatever it is that moves into and converts the newly
growing tip, it arises from the leaves and/or stem of the
cosuppressed stock, not from the roots. It was also shown
that the agent could move through at least 300 millimetres
of normal wild type stem.
Four further experiments were performed, leading to the
following conclusions [6]. First, the cosuppressed stock
disrupted expression in grafted shoots only if they were
transgenic. If non-transgenic tips were used, expression of
the wild type Nia2 gene was normal. Second, it did not
matter where the transgene had inserted in the host
genome. Different strains carrying the same transgene
were all susceptible to cosuppression. Third, silencing was
effective only against the same transgene, other trans-
genes were unaffected. Fourth, the process was not
limited to the nitrate reductase gene. Parallel experiments
using the nitrite reductase gene Nii2 gave similar results.
Significantly, a transgenic reporter gene from bacteria
could also be silenced from afar. This is important,
because this bacterial transgene has no effect on the
plant’s growth or metabolism, so such factors must be
irrelevant for the successful transmission of silencing.
Taken together, the observations show that the proposed
silencing agent works at a distance, and that it acts
through the homologous transgene in the target cells
(Figure 2).
What is the nature of the silencing agent? The most likely
scenario is that it is an RNA transcript from the transgene,
or a derivative of this RNA. There is now considerable evi-
dence that post-transcriptional gene silencing may often be
associated with specific degradation of RNA transcripts
[1,2,5]. The mechanisms are not known, but indirect evi-
dence in some cases suggests that aberrant transcripts from
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Figure 1
Results of reciprocal grafts between silenced (yellow) and unsilenced
(green) forms of a tobacco line carrying a transgenic nitrate reductase
gene (35S:Nia2). Cosuppression of both the transgene and the
endogenous Nia2 gene is induced in the unsilenced shoot when
grafted onto the silenced stock (left, red arrow). In the reciprocal
grafted plant, however, the silenced shoot continues to be silenced on




Interpretation of the genetic basis of systemic acquired silencing. In
the silenced stock (below), the silencing agent is apparently derived
from a transgene (in this case the 35S:Nia2 transgene), and it silences
itself and the endogenous gene (Nia2) post-transcriptionally. The
agent moves up the plant into the unsilenced grafted shoot (above),
possibly in the form of RNA that moves via the phloem. Here it
interacts specifically with the same or a homologous transgene which









the transgene itself trigger the process. This could involve
base pairing with homologous RNA sequences if the trigger
sequence had a stretch of complementarity with such
sequences. This could occur if the transgene contained
inverse repeats, or if RNA-dependent RNA polymerases
were active in the cell, for example. If the triggering RNA
generates more of itself as a result of the degradation
process, cosuppression would be self-perpetuating in cell
lineages. Finally, if initiation of the degradation process
requires a threshold in the rate of transgene expression, or
the rate of formation of aberrant RNA, to be reached, then
the stochastic nature of cosuppression could be accounted
for. The current observations fit well with these proposals.
The phloem is the likely pathway of movement of the
silencing agent. Phloem is a continuous system of vascular
cells that acts as a conduit for movement of sugar — the
product of photosynthesis — throughout the plant. There
is little known precedent for the movement of a naked
RNA molecule through phloem. The closest parallel is
provided by RNA viroids and RNA viruses that can move
systemically in plants, but, in the latter case at least, only
in association with specific virus-encoded proteins [7].
The phloem is also the channel for some other agents,
including a flowering factor, ‘florigen’, that moves from
the leaves to the shoot apex. (Florigen has not yet been
identified and it is tantalising to think that it might be an
RNA species.) Phloem also apparently transmits a
peptide, systemin, that is protective against protein
degrading enzymes produced by pathogens [8] and is the
likely pathway of systemic acquired resistance [9]. In sys-
temic acquired resistance, expression of a series of protec-
tive genes is triggered at a distance from a site of a
pathogen attack. By analogy, Palauqui et al. [6] have called
the remote induction of cosuppression ‘systemic acquired
silencing’. Another example of systemic movement of a
silencing agent has already been announced [10]: when
transgenic Nicotiana benthamiana plants were locally
infected with Agrobacterium carrying another copy of the
transgene, the ‘endogenous’ transgene was silenced in
newly developing leaves far distant from the infection site.
Recent experiments have shown that close parallels exist
between gene silencing and one form of resistance of
plants to viral infection [11]. This was originally discov-
ered when resistance to viruses was unexpectedly
obtained in plants containing a transgenic copy of a gene
from the same virus. It seems that transcripts of the trans-
gene can interfere with normal production of viral RNA.
This also works the other way round, as viral RNA can
reduce the level of RNA produced from the transgene.
The interplay has now been taken one step further in that
inactivation seems to occur even in the absence of any
transgene. A recent study [12] explains a phenomenon
called ‘recovery’, in which an infected plant develops
symptoms upon initial infection, but soon overcomes the
infection and puts on new resistant growth. This seems to
be directly associated with degradation of incoming infec-
tious viral RNA, in this case perhaps mediated by aberrant
viral RNA sequences persisting from the earlier infection.
This is clearly advantageous to the plant, of course, but its
advantage to the virus is less clear, unless it allows vertical
transmission to seeds of the host [12], with occasional out-
breaks allowing horizontal dispersal to other plants.
Is gene silencing of general significance in plants?
Although the silencing phenomenon was discovered using
experimentally created transgenic plants, arguments can
be made for its wider import. As well as reducing the
impact of viral infection (see above), the process could
also inactivate ‘infecting’ transposons and retrotrans-
posons. It may also provide a mechanism for editing aber-
rant RNA transcripts. A recent study of the SUPERMAN
gene in Arabidopsis [13] suggests that gene silencing can
sometimes occur spontaneously, thus adding epigenetic
diversity to an organism’s developmental program. It is
also applicable beyond plants. Various forms of repeat-
induced gene silencing have been described in filamen-
tous fungi [14], and its extension to the animal world is
now at hand [15]. It may well be a universal process.
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